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Why using emails are essential...
Using emails are essential for increasing
conversion rates across the board.
Emails play a major role in converting
your leads into customers.
Taking the time to set up an email
sequence that’s sent immediately after
a lead has been submitted is proven to
increase your conversion rate.

81%

is the open rate of
welcome emails

Having an email sequence that is simple
to ensure you’re not going to miss any
potential customers. Youll be amazed
by how much your conversion rate will
increase once a sequence is in place.
We see it happen with the majority of
businesses, they get the leads they ask
for, but struggle to convert them into
customers.
This is usually because they don’t
have anything in place immediately
after the lead is submitted, relying on
human efforts that can sometimes be
inconsistent and unreliable.

81% 80%
(Oberlo)

of businesses say that email
drives customers acquisition.
(Emarsys)

of businesses say that email
drives customer retention.
(Emarsys)
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Automations and Successful Processes
Good = High conversion rate 10%+
Example of a great process!
Immediately after lead is submitted

Introduction, Broad content, what
to expect from you as a company.

Product-specific Information,
how your product will help solve
their problems.

Content Piece #1 (Case Study,
FAQ, How to, Cheat Sheet, Guide,
Video, Podcast, Updates, Ebooks
+ Many more) CTA to schedule an
appointment or call

Automations are here to make our lives
easier, think of them as our new friends!
They are always on time, never distracted
or forgetful.
Automating your emails has the potential
to engage your entire prospect list as well
as save you and your teams valuable time
whilst increasing operational efficiency
which aids your revenue growth.
Every person has atleast one email
account that they check regularly
throughout the day giving you excellent
opportunity to connect, reach and engage
with your customers.
Without the use of automated emails in
your follow up/sales process I’d hate to
know the number of valuable customers
you’re missing out on

Content Piece #2

Content Piece #3

Bad = Low conversion rate 2–3%>
Example of a bad process...
48hrs after lead submitted

Best offer: Trust has built by the
content being consumed. You could
use a sales call, discount, or any
applicable offer.

Hard sales email 48hrs after
lead submitted.

New Customer!

Loss of the lead
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Email Designs

A minimal and clean design for
your emails is more attractive to
your customers. Offering links and
buttons to learn more is a great
way to reduce content of the email
but allow customers to find out
more if they’re interested.

A badly designed email that is
hard to read that won’t inspire
your readers awill increase your
unsubscriptions or result in an
instant delete. Not offering links
or buttons for more information
does not allow the consumer to
skim through to the most relevant
content. Having no page breaks
or colour changes can be visually
overwhelming or completely
uninspiring.
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